ABSTRACT A preliminary simulation model developed from a project for Washington State Superior Courts is presented in this paper. The project is one of a few attempts in applying simulation technique to judicial system. The model wiil be used to experiment with alternative management poiicies to improve court operations. The issues in modeiing and implementation including the software development and its linkage with Windows graphics user interface are dkcussed.
L INTRODUCTION
In response to public concern about delay and increasing costs of litigation, courts, like any other business, face the management of limited resources and various demands. Providing efficient operations and quaiity justice has been a primary challenge to court administration. To help achieve this, a versatiie tool has been in imminent need.. Because of the appeais outlined below, simulation is being introduced to court management (see Yang 19S9 for an example): (1) Simulation is a flexible tool for answering "what W questions. It provides a good experimentation environntenL To test a potential policy, courts were often forced to time-consuming and costly processesof conducting pilot experiments on designated subjects. For instance, to compare alternative case-scheduling methods, a court may have to be split to conduct different practices simultaneously. Instea& by carefully modifying the model Parametem and functions, simulation can get timeiy comparison rctxdts, without the risk of disturbing the real system.
(2) Simulation can provide numerical support for decision making.
For instance, some rules of thumb are expected to expedite casefiw, such as earlier court intervention with cases, adding more hearings, or granting less continuances. Those rules help shorten the pending time of casea, but at an unknown cost of more judicial resources. With careful simulations, estimates for the additional resoureea can be obtained. The estimates can be referenced to evaluate whether a proposition is cost-effective. This paper presents a preliminary simulation system for the flow of civii iawsuits. It is part of a current project for Washington State triai courts. In the next sectiou we introduce the background on the proceasea of civil lawsuits. In Section 3, a simulation model is presented. In Section 4, we discuss the implementation issues. In Section 5, we introduce the current development and validation. The paper is concluded with discussion in Section 6.
BACKGROUND
A civii lawsuit represents a complex judiciai process. Significant differences can be obsenwd in this process from one state to another, as well as from one courthouse to another within the same state. The complexity of the process is that at any stage there are a large variety of events that can happen. For example, Figure 1 dispiays some of the events that can take place at the beginning of a civii lawsuit. It can be observed in the figure that after the piaintiff fries a complain~the defendant may choose any of six different actions leading to different points. In the case of multiple plairttiflS or defendants, the promss is much more involved Aithough complicate@ the process can be described in simpler terms through some generalimtiotts. First of ai~it can be observed that any civil lawsuit will Mu!' "w" :dllhr As introduaxi in the previous sectio~civil lawsuits may consist of complex proceasea.In order to adequately model a process,three key components need to be considered (1) a component describing the flow of casea,(2) a component describing the interactions of casea with a coand (3) a component deacribittg the statistical features of a court. By Convention caseflow is represented by an event graph. Figure 3 demonstrate the model.
W7
To describe the flow of cases,a couple of views can be taken. One is to obsetve the flow fkom a case perspective. Figure 4 is a typical example A casewas filed at time tl. It requested a sequenceof hearings at time~tq, and~. The requested hearings were either heard or continued by the party. The casealso requ=ted a trial at time t9 The scheduled trial at time tlo was continued (adjourned) at time~, when it requested a new trial date. The trial was assigned and held at time tn. After tha~the case requested a posttrial hearing and finally completed at time tlM athematically, we may relate these events by a set of Markov chains. In particular, the transition probabilities are state dependen~i.e., the probabilities are conditional on case history. This implies that a number of conditional probabilities need to be eatimattxL In practice, the data collection for probabilities estimation is difficult and controversial. This prohi~its us from approaching the model from this direction at the early stage.
(However, a model adopting this view is currently under investigation.)
The other view obsetvea the flow from a court perspectiw Since the major actions that casesmay request are either hearinp or trials (which are also hearings, strictly speaking), we may divide the model into two subsystems One deacrii the trial-related actions of a case+the other describes the hearingrelated actions. Figure 5 demonstrates the two sampleawhich are extracted fkom Figure 4 .
In the trial-related subsystem,corresponding to each trial reqttea~there is a trial scheduled. The scheduled trial can be txmtinued if there is any other trial requea~or it can be stricken if the cttse is resolved before the trial. There is also a possibility thatacase isready atthetrial day but the court does not haveresourcesavailable. 'Ilte holdover cases will be rescheduled. The rescheduling rules vary flom court to coutt This subsystem is represented in the upper part of the event graph in Figure 3 .
In the hearing-related subsystem we use pairs of hearing requests and hearings. Similar to a t@ a reqtteated hearing can be hear~mtttinu@ or stricken. Holdover hearing are not considered in this model because they are rare. This subsystemis represented in the lower part of the event graph in Figure 3 .
The dual subsystems are used to model case imageson trials and hearings. This separation allows watching caseprogress from two different angles In particular, the dual anglea allow us not to consider the interactions between hearings and trials, not becausethey are not importan~but they incur huge complexity. The statistic tWitnated from these two images are combined to &scribe the whole system. Being based on rnqinuf eatimatiom the estimates will be close to actual measurements.
Finally, while we may simulate the two systems separately, they can be put in one run to preserve as much synchronization as possible. That is, after a case is fila we simultaneously create for the case a trial image and a hearing image whenever necessmy. From then o% the two images progress independently as if they are simulated separately. This technique results in the combintxl event graph in Figure 3 . Please be aware that the two subsystems are actually separate in concept. Ewat Gn@l The second component of the model describes the interactions of cases with a court. The interactions mainly occur at the following occasions (1) when a case requests or continues a hearing (2) when a case requests or continues a tr@ and (3) when a holdover case is rescheduled. The interactions are reflected in calendar scheduling, which is court dependent. The scheduling practices are translated into program logic and encapsulated in a couple of modules as indicated in Figure 3 . By replacing these moduka, different courts can be simtdatm or alternative scheduling propoaitiotts can be experimented for the same court.
GEi!iEl
T3te third component of the model characterizes court statistical features A typical set of statistics include the following: (1) case filing rate and related information e.g., cause of action, (2) the probability that a case will request a trial (this determines whether a case will have a trial image), (3) the time distribution from filing to the first trial requeq (4) the frequency distribution of trial requests if there is at least one, (5) the time distrihtions between neighboring trial requests, (6) the time distribution from trial request to the assigned trial date (this statistic will be provided by a scheduling module), (7) the time distribution from a trial to case Completion (8) the time distribution from filing to the first hearing request if there is one, (9) the frequency distribution of hearing requests (this determines whether a case will have a hearing image), (10) the time distribution between neighboring hearing requests, (11) the probability that a scheduled hearing is not held (because of continuance, unconfirm@ or stricken), (12) the time distribution from the last hearing to completion if a case is not resolved by trial. 'f'heae statistics are the input that users need to enter. The. numbers appear in Figure 3 indicate where these information is referenced in the model.
IMPLEMENTATION
For the selection of software to code the simulation model, three most important criteria were (1) the dynamic data storage capacity, (2) the friendliness of the resulting simulation proand (3) cost of each copy of the resulting simulation program. For a typical courthouse in a metropolitan ar~the total number of lawsuits filed is usually described in thousands (e.g., 59,975 cases were filed in 1990 at King County Superior Casrt in Seattle area). Furthermore, most of these cases stay in the system for a long period of time (sometimes years).
Considering that each case is represented by an entity in the model and that each entity has several attributes (such as number of hearin~, trial date, et~), the data storage requirement of a realistic simulation model can easily go up to megabytes. 'l%ereforq it is imperative the simulation environment should provide access to such large amounts of computer memory.
The second criterion concerns the friendliness of the system since it could be accessed by less sophisticated computer users for analysis and decision making purposes. This requirement led the simulation team to consider a graphical user interface for the final model because of the clear superiority of such an interbce in providing friendly and easy-to-use programs.
The last criterion in choosing the sotlware was the cost of each copy of the resulting simulation program since installations at different courthouses were required before and after the model was operationaL After evaluating various alternative simulation software, a decision was made to develop the model in C language using the Windows environment for the user interface. The reasons for this choice are as follow Firsq Windows allows an application program to have a large data storage space allocated dynamically at run time. With a personal computer that has four megabytes or more RAM memoty, moat of the courts can be simulated without running into memory problems. Secondly, the Windows environment provides a sophisticated graphical user interfitce that enables an application program to have a high level of visual interaction with the user. Consequently, even naive users of pemonal computers can, after brief @nin& effectively use the application program. Finally, in comparison with commercial simulation software with equivalent capabilities, the cost of this approach is negligible although the development cost may be slightly higher due to the more intensive programming requirements (see Gunal, Yang and Yuan 1S92) . Besides these advantages, the Windows is a multitasking environmen~multiple copies of the same program can be run simultaneously with different inputs to make comparisons on computer screen easier. Also, during long simulation runs, a user has the possibility of performing other tasks inside the Windows environment (e.g., word procedqq spreadsheet applicatio~etc.) although doing so may slow down the execution of the simulation program. Figure 6 demonstrate the software structure. The development of the court simulation software is delicate and time-consuming. To help verification and validatio~the software development is separated into six modules. In each modtiq a set of special functions will be deaignt@ test@ and linked with other developed mcxhdea. A module is to be fully tested and validated before it can be combined with any othem. The following are brief descriptions for the modules: (1) Simulation liirary This module contains the simulation clock mechanism, event lisq random number generation -c memow management and other support functions. We adopt part of the library from DISK+ + (Blair and Selvaraj 19S9) .
(2) Basic windows interface
This module provides the functions to start a simulation, monitor the simulation progress, and report W statistics inside the Window environment.
(3) Basic model: This model consists primarily of caseflow. We replace the crdendar scheduling functions by the statistic collected from actual data. The judicial resources are not included in the model at this stage. The skeleton model is used to validate the dual-system view. We run the model and compare the simulated results with the actual statistic. If there is any discrepancy, it results from the modellitt~We have constructed such a model for one of our pilot murts and have done extensive input analysis. We select as the validation comparison criterion the time from case filing to disposition. In additio~the comparisons are made with respect three types of casea. 13gaue 9 demonstrates the comparisons. The comparison result indicates that our model seems to get good approximations.
More teats will be designed to further validate the modeL (4) Enhanced modek At this stag% more details wilI be added to the basic modet e.g., the calendar scheduling logiq judicial reaoureea requirements.
One function will be incorporated into the basic model at a time until it can reasonably reflect the reality.
(5) Complete interface functiom
Only after we have certain confidence on the mode~a set of interface functions will be developed This module will include model building parameters inpuq and experiment capability. (6) Statistical analysis module It is known that simulation is essentially a statistical experiment. To get meaningful interpretations, appropriate statistical procedures need to be employed. This module will provide the analysis capabilities. To the time being we have finished the first 3 modules and is now trying to enhance the modeL
& DISCUSSIONS
The simulation system presented in this paper is preliminary. The model described here provides a basis for constructing more sophisticated models. Some additional issues discovered so far are as follows:
(1) Most of the smaller courts have to allocate their reaourcca to the processing of all typs of lawsuits unlike larger departmentalized courts where each department is dedicated to the processing of a subset of the case typea. Consequently, in such smaller courts there is a significant amount of interaction between civil and other types of tawmdts. The interactions occur when different types of cases compete for court resources. Because of the time limitations placed on the processing of criminal casea, they are always assigned a higher priority. As a remd~it is difficult to isolate the processing of civil cases from other casea. We have thought of including crimimd cases in the mode~but only Yang, Yuan, and Guns] limited to the places where interactions arise.
(2) As mentioned earlier, different courts have different practices or legal culture. However, the design of simulation needs to be general. We plan to use some concepts from object-oriented programming to achieve generality in our model. We are attempting to encapsulate the complicated flow and scheduling logic into a set of parameters so that by varying the parameters different courts can be defined. This attempt is still under investigation.
